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The human sex chromosomes differ in sequence, except for the pseudoautosomal regions 
(PAR) at both the short and the long arm, respectively PAR1 and PAR2. During a copy 
number variation screen, we noted a paternally inherited chromosome X duplication in 15 
independent families. Subsequent genomic analysis demonstrates that an insertional 
translocation of X chromosomal sequence into the Y chromosome generates an extended 
PAR. The insertion is generated by non-allelic homologous recombination between a 548 bp 
LTR6B repeat with two paralogues located respectively within PAR1 and at 105 kb from the 
PAR boundary on X. 
 
To distinguish if the observed Y-PAR1 extension had arisen as a single ancient insertional 
translocation event or might occur recurrently we performed chromosome Y SNP/STR typing 
of all carriers to identify Y chromosome relatedness. All Belgian carriers belonged to one 
haplogroup, though we also identified two French individuals who showed a different 
haplogroup. A reciprocal deletion on the X chromosome was also identified in an additional 
family. The presence of this rare variant in different haplogroups which are phylogenetically 
unrelated and from different geographic locations, along with the finding of a reciprocal 
deletion, suggests a recurrent rearrangement. 
 
In order to provide formal proof that the extended PAR sequence is truly pseudoautosomal 
we demonstrate recombination events within the duplicon between X and Y based on two 
lines of evidence. First, we PacBio sequenced ~5kb of the duplicated region. These long 
reads enabled us to phase the two copies and identify four different extended PAR 
haplotypes on Belgian chromosome Y's. Since all the Belgian haplogroup individuals are 
ancestrally related, the different insertional X haplotypes are likely a consequence of X-Y 
recombination. Secondly, PacBio and Sanger sequencing of the Y-extended PAR junction, 
including the LTR6B repeat, identified two different Y-extended PAR junctions. 
 
To conclude, in contrast to its perceived evolutionary stability, we demonstrate that a PAR1 
length polymorphism exists in the human population. This finding presents a novel 
mechanism shaping sex chromosomal evolution. 
